
Conventional Bonds 66.5  EUR 69.3  Amundi Euro Gov Bond 10-15Y 10.7  

Equity 29.2  USD 30.1  Amundi Euro Gov Bond 7-10Y 5.1  

Absolute Return 0.0  GBP 0.6  iShares Euro Corp Large Cap 4.1  

Cash 4.3  iShares Euro HY Corp 4.0  

iShares Fallen Angels HY Corp 3.5  

  3% Govt of France 2033 2.0  

iShares USD HY Corp 1.9  

Walt Disney Co/The 1.8  

iShares MSCI World 1.6  

Amazon Inc 1.5  

* Without adopting a look-through approach % of Top 10 Holdings 36.2 

Europe ex UK 48.9    Government 21.3  Investment Grade AA  4.3  

North America 34.8  Financials 20.0  A  21.9  

Emerging/Frontier Markets ex China 6.9  Consumer Staples 12.5  High Yield BBB  6.6  

UK 6.6  Consumer Discretionary 11.5  BB  22.9  

Japan 1.9  Communications 10.9  B  5.2  

Asset Class Balanced Asia Pacific ex Japan 0.8  Technology 6.1  Non-Rated 5.6  

Fund Launch Date 25-Oct-2011 China 0.1  Industrial 5.4  

Share Class Launch Date 29-Apr-2014 Energy 3.2  

Fund Base Currency EUR Basic Materials 2.9  

Share Class Currency EUR Utilities 2.2  

Fund Size (AUM) 16.3 EUR Other 4.0  

Fund Type UCITS Modified Duration 5.17  

ISIN MT7000004917

Bloomberg Ticker SFUDEFP MV

Distribution Type Accumulating

Minimum Initial Investment 2,500 EUR

Month end NAV 139.92 EUR Cum.  Ann.  

VAR 4.68% YTD 1.08  

1-month 0.21  

3-month 4.96  

6-month 4.83  

Total Ongoing Charges 3.21% 9-month 5.70  

Entry Charge Nil

Exit Charge Y1 Nil 1-year 5.77  5.77  

Y2 Nil 3-year -2.70  -0.90  

Y3 Nil 5-year -5.28  -1.08  

After Nil

2023 5.01  

2022 -11.74  

2021 4.06  

2020 -5.60  

2019 8.08  

2018 -12.57  

Lower Risk Higher Risk 2017 0.25  

Potentially lower reward Potentially higher reward

1 Returns quoted net of TER. Entry and exit charges may reduce returns for investors. 
2 The Annualised rate is an indication of the average growth of the Fund over one year. The value of the investment and the income yield derived from the investment, if any,

may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance, nor a reliable guide to future performance. Currency fluctuations may

affect the value of investments and any derived income.

Charges

Performance History 1,2 %   
Historical Performance to Date 
Past performance does not predict future returns

Risk and Reward Profile

Currency fluctuations may increase/decrease

costs. 

This section should be read in conjuction with 

the KIID

Bond Credit Rating * %   

** Including exposure to CIS, adopting a look-through 

approach *** Adopting a look-through approach

Bond Portfolio Duration

Key Facts

Geographical Focus ** %   Sector Allocation *** %   The Fund is classified under Article 6 of the

SFDR meaning that the investments underlying

this financial product do not take into account

the EU criteria for environmentally sustainable

economic activities. 

%   Investment Objective and Policy Asset Allocation * %   Currency Allocation * %   Top 10 Holdings

The Fund aims to deliver a positive total return

in any three year period from a flexibly

managed portfolio of global assets whilst

maintaining a monthly VaR with a 99%

confidence interval at or below 5% at all times.

The Investment Manager shall invest primarily

in a diversified portfolio across a wide spectrum

of industries and sectors primarily via bonds,

equities and eligible ETFs. Investment in these

asset classes either directly or indirectly through

UCITS Funds and/ or eligible non UCITS Funds.

The Fund is actively managed, not managed by

reference to any index. 

Sustainability

SOLID FUTURE DEFENSIVE FUND
SHARE CLASS P
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Disclaimer

Market and Investment Outlook

Market Commentary

This document has been prepared for information purposes and should not be interpreted as investment advice nor to constitute an offer or an invitation by Calamatta Cuschieri Investment Management Limited ("CCIM")

to any person to buy or sell units in the UCITS fund. Please refer to the Prospectus of the UCITS and any Offering Supplement thereto and to the Key Investor Information Document before making any final investment

decisions which may be obtained from www.ccfunds.com.mt or from the below address Investors are advised that an investment in the fund relates to the acquisition of units in the UCITS fund, and not in any of the

underlying assets owned by the UCITS. CC Funds SICAV p.l.c. is licensed as a Collective Investment Scheme by the Malta Financial Services Authority under the Investment Services Act and qualifies as a 'Maltese' UCITS.

CCIM is licensed to conduct Investment Services in Malta by the Malta Financial Services Authority under the Investment Services Act. 

This document may not be reproduced either in whole, or in part, without the written permission of CCIM. CCIM does not accept liability for any actions, proceedings, costs, demands, expenses, loss or damage arising

from the use of all or part of this document. 

Address: Calamatta Cuschieri Investment Management Limited, Ewropa Business Centre, Triq Dun Karm, Birkirkara BKR 9034. 

Introduction

Market Environment and Performance

Fund Performance

February presented a picture of rather exacerbated optimism in global financial markets when compared to the fragile interplay between the global economic growth,

the tightening financial conditions and the simmering political tensions. As the early signs of a possible acceleration in global output were marked by leading economic

indicators, the performers continued being the US, Japan, and the emerging markets, particularly India and Brazil. Additionally, China’s continued economic expansion,

although not above expectations, offered some stability to the overall landscape. However, the outlook remains somewhat subdued given the projected slowdown for

global output growth in 2024 compared to last year. It could be argued that the “soft landing” scenario has already become the base scenario with risks regarding the

economic growth coming only from the upside. As inflationary pressures have continued their downward path across regions, it is rather the geopolitical tensions which

might currently cast a long shadow over the macroeconomic environment. Beyond immediate conflicts such as Ukraine and Gaza, such uncertainties also stem from

rising tensions between the US and its allies on one hand and China on the other, as trade disputes and commercial disagreements continue raising concerns about

potential disruptions to global supply chains and de-globalisation. In addition, the rebalancing of power on the geopolitical stage as some emerging markets push for a

recognition of their newly-discovered economic prowess into political might constitute an additional layer of uncertainty to the current situation. The coming quarters

alongside the outcome of the US elections will be crucial in determining the trajectory of global financial markets. Beyond the apparent positive market momentum,

navigating through these challenges going forward will not be easy. 

From the monetary front, the FED minutes from its January policy meeting revealed its worries about the possibility of inflation remaining stubbornly high which could

keep interest rated at a 23-year high longer than markets previously expected. While an interest rate cut in the March meeting is now out of discussion, market

participants now view the second half of the year as bringing several rate cuts, in line with the FED’s expectations at the beginning of the year. In Europe, the ECB does

look more positive on the perspectives of reigning in price rises, as it is likely to cut its own inflation projections during the March meeting, particularly due to lower

energy prices. But this alone will not be sufficient to reverse the historic policy tightening process, especially since wage growth remained strong and the unit labour

cost was sharply higher due in part to a slump in productivity. 

Despite an expected breather after a three-month rally, equity markets posted another stellar performance in February pushed particularly in the last week by another

Nvidia excellent earnings report. There were two clear trends emerging in the markets – on one hand, the AI hype pushing forward and leading to some valuation

metrics which are clearly out of bounds compared to historical averages, on the other the beginning of a disconnect within the famed Magnificent 7. While Nvidia, Meta

and Amazon continued outperforming the market, Tesla and more recently Apple and Alphabet are beginning to show signs of weakness for various reasons, be it that

the EVs market does not shine anymore as per market participants previous opinion, or that the latter companies are not on top of the surging AI game. This only

initiates providing some potential answers to investors which at some point became oblivious to the mortality or the maturity cycle of any business. It also dissipates a

bit the pressure which was levied on the active managers last year when they had an almost impossible task as both market concentration and outperformance was

coming from a few names. Considering the various complications markets are due to sidestep in the near future, there seems to be some hope left for active portfolio

management after all. 

February’s Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) indicators showed that the Euro area economy moved closer to stabilization, amid an expansion in services (reading of

50.2 versus the previous month reading of 48.4) which largely offset the weakening in the manufacturing segment (reading of 46.5 versus a previous month reading of

46.6). Inflows of new orders fell the least since June 2023, while the rate of employment growth was at a seven-month high. Meanwhile price pressures showed signs of

peaking with inflation easing to 2.6% from 2.8% in January, but remained slightly above preliminary estimates pushing back expectations of interest rate cuts by the

ECB.

The US economy continued to defy some earlier slowdown displaying signs of continued strength. Consumer spending, business activity and employment all indicated a

healthy expansion to start the year. The labour market remained particularly robust as the latest jobs reports showed a significant increase nonfarm payroll and a near

half-century low employment rate. Annual inflation rate in the US increased to 3.2% in February from a five-month low of 3.1% recorded the previous month, as energy

prices cooled at a slower pace. Core consumer prices eased to a two-and-a-half-year low of 3.8%.

February witnessed a continuation of the positive trend that began in late 2023, as global equity markets surged with major benchmarks reaching new highs. This

upswing was driven by a resilient US economy which instilled investor confidence, compounded by a continuation of the ongoing excitement surrounding

advancements in AI which fuelled interest in technology-related stocks. As well, after a sluggish January, emerging markets, particularly China experienced significant

gains, bolstered by positive expectations regarding authorities’ actions to prop up the local stock market. The S&P 500 index gained 5.66% supported by the industrials,

consumer discretionary and materials sectors. European markets also reached all time high levels as the EuroStoxx50 and the DAX gained 4.58% and 4.58% respectively,

with consumer discretionary, financial and industrial names leading the way.

Looking at the bond market, Government bond yields rose, as the market continued to anticipate a benevolent interest rate trajectory. Investment grade ended the

month lower, with European IG outperforming its US counterpart. High yield (+0.35%) - aided by the lower duration.

In the month of February the Solid Future Defensive Fund registered a 0.20 per cent gain. On the equity allocation, the Fund’s allocation has been readjusted during the

month, as the Manager reposition it to better respond to the recent market developments. New conviction name Palo Alto Networks has been added based on

compelling fundamental factors and a very interesting risk-adjusted entry levels. Positions in Applied Materials, Qualcomm, McDonald’s Corp and Wisdom Tree Artificial

Intelligence ETF have been liquidated following an impressive market rally as sizeable profits have already been achieved. Finally, the Fund’s allocations to Alphabet and

Amazon have been slightly trimmed with a view to marking some of the impressive profits accrued since opening these positions, as well as limiting the Fund’s exposure

to idiosyncratic risk. Cash levels have been slightly increased. From the fixed income front, the Manager took opportunity to de-risk the portfolio at higher yields.

Positions in Encore Capital Group INC, Forvia and Dufry were closed, while positions in AP Moeller-Maerks and Ford were initiated.

Going forward, the Manager believes the global economic landscape remains complex, as inflationary pressures might persist while central bankers remain hesitant on

a decisive action regarding interest rates due to economic growth concerns. Geopolitical tensions and supply chain disruptions add further complexity to the

macroeconomic landscape. The overall picture remains broadly positive as the US economy clearly outperforms other developed markets and the Chinese economy is

hopeful about a much necessary boost provided by public subsidies programs. On such a backdrop, the Manager has tempered expectations about equity markets

returns in the coming quarters, compounded by the impressive market rally recorded in the last three months, anticipating heightened volatility along the way. The

Fund will continue its diversified allocation with focus on quality companies, particularly those which have seen recent underperformance. Nevertheless, specific

allocations to growth companies should be expected going forward through tactical plays in market pockets experiencing corrections. Corporate actions, geopolitics and

technical indicators will continue being considered for particular allocations, while cash levels will be used as a tool for proactive action in case of markets deterioration. 


